
Turnkey Mobile Guest Journey &  
Self-Service Solutions
Seamlessly integrated with the hotel’s PMS and locks

Improve customer loyalty and streamline staff efficiency with mobile 
check-in/checkout, mobile keys, and personalized guest communication – 
powered by Zaplox’s mobile app and self-service kiosk with integration to 
leading PMS and lock systems. 

Zaplox Premium: A Custom Branded Mobile Guest Journey
Zaplox Premium provides everything your hotel needs to deliver the 
ultimate mobile guest journey, including pre-check, mobile check-in and 
checkout with mobile key—in one seamless, custom branded app with 
deep integrations with PMS and lock systems. Zaplox Premium is ideal 
as a long-term commercial solution for both individual properties and 
chains. 

Zaplox SDK: Adding Mobile Keys to An Existing Guest App
Zaplox SDK enables hotels to cost-efficiently and quickly integrate their 
existing guest apps with the hotel’s PMS and the lock systems with 
support for mobile check-in, checkout, mobile keys, and other value-
added services. Zaplox SDK is ideal for hotels and partners that want to 
offer a mobile guest journey in their current app.

Zaplox Kiosk: 24-Hours Self-Service Availability
Whether you operate a high-touch boutique hotel or a global hotel chain, 
your guests will appreciate the easy-to-use Zaplox Kiosk with 24/7 
availability. It enables the guest to encode their own key card, review 
their folio and pay for their stay. This next generation kiosk solution is 
ideal for hotels that want to offload front desk pressure – regardless if 
they have a mix of mobile-enabled locks and key card solutions.

KEYLESS
Replace or co-exist with  
other card technologies  

Cost savings, increased security  
& no waste of plastic key cards.

CONVENIENT
Access all services from  

one mobile app 
Free up staff to focus on value 

adding guest services.

PROFITABLE
Deliver better service &  

personalized offerings 
Create revenue-generating  

offers for various guest segments. 
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Zaplox Premium Zaplox SDK Zaplox Kiosk

Product overview Turnkey, custom branded app 
that enables hotels to custom 
build a mobile guest journey with 
PMS and lock integration.

The SDK enables hotels to add 
mobile check-in/checkout with 
mobile keys to their existing app 
with integration to PMS and 
locks. 

This 24/7 kiosk enables hotels 
to offer digital check-in/checkout 
with the ability for guests to 
encode their own keycard on 
arrival and make payments. 

Make a reservation x x x

Pre-check x x n/a

Check-in x x x
Guest registration x x x
Card preauthorization x x x
Mobile keys x x n/a
Encode key card n/a n/a x
Chat/concierge service x x n/a
Checkout x x x
Folio review & payment x x x
Push notifications x x n/a
Offer management x x n//a
Lock & PMS integration x x x
Licensing SaaS SaaS SaaS
Custom-branding x x x
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Interested in a mobile guest journey 
with mobile check-in, checkout and 
mobile keys for your hotel?
Zaplox offers a turnkey mobile guest journey 
solution, including a guest app that supports all 
the stages, including pre-stay, during stay, and 
departure. In addition, Zaplox offers a custom-
branded, web-based kiosk solution that further 
frees up resources at the front desk.


